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Reading
Power up
1 Match three of these feelings with the photos. 2 Which feelings in Exercise 1 can you remember 

having when you were young? What happened?

5 Read the article again. Are the sentences (1–10) 
true (T) or false (F)?

 1   Kelly and Ryan are in a group of seven  
 teenagers. T  

 2   The course will teach them how to ride horses.
 3   Wild horses sometimes run away or kick people. 
 4   You should move quickly to ‘speak’ to a horse.
 5   It’s difficult for horses to know how people are  

 feeling.
 6   It was easy for Kelly to control Teddy the horse.
 7   Kelly wanted Teddy to move away from her.
8   Ryan made good friends with the horses.
9   Bernadette was unhappy with the teenagers’  

 progress.
10  Through the course, the teenagers learned to  

 think about other people.

Sum up
7 Think about the relationship 

between horses and people. 
Answer the questions.

1  What special skill do horses 
have which can help people?

2  What changes did Kelly make 
when was working with Teddy?

3  How did Ryan feel about 
horses?

Speak up
8 What do you think about the 

horse whisperer course? Would 
you like to try it? Why/Why not?

How to become …  
a horse whisperer

Exam
Do you need to decide if a sentence is correct or 
incorrect? Check all the facts, e.g. Are they in a 
group? Are they all teenagers?

Read on
3 Work with a partner. Talk about the article and 

photos on page 53.

1  Does the boy look happy? Why/why not? 
2  What is the horse doing?
3  Have you ever … seen a horse? … ridden a horse?

4 Read the article quickly and check your answers 
to questions 1 and 2 in Exercise 3.A  

C  

6 Find words in the article that mean the following.

1  the way that you act or behave: b _________           
2  relaxed and not angry or upset: c _________           
3  glass that you can see yourself in: m _________           
4  not possible: i _________           
5  always telling other people what to do, in a way 

that is annoying: b _________           
6  behave towards other people in a particular  

way: t _________           

Living

B  

What do you do when you have problems? You  
might talk to your friends or family, but what  
happens if you’re not getting on with them? When  
you fall out with people close to you, where can you go?

One surprising answer might be ... you can talk to a horse!

Bernadette Langfield owns a special centre for horses that have problems. 
Here, a group of seven teenagers will be able to learn about horse 
whispering. They are taking part in a course which will help the horses 
... and the people. Kelly Field and Ryan Houghton are part of the group. 
They have both had a difficult time at home and at school. As a result, 
they often feel annoyed or upset. The teenagers have two months to get 
to know the horses. Will they be able to deal with their own behaviour 
problems, too?

So, what happens when you meet a wild horse, face to face for the first 
time? These animals are big and nervous, so if you’ve never met a horse 
before, you could feel frightened. The horse might run away or, worse, it 
might kick you.

The best thing to do is to stay calm, as Kelly found out. Horse whispering 
is not really about speaking to the horse. You need to understand the 
horse’s body language. Then you use your body language to ‘speak’ to 
the horse and show the horse that it can trust you. For example, you use 
calm, clear, body movements, but you can’t be bossy.

Horses always understand people’s feelings. ‘Horses are like a mirror,’ 
explains one horse trainer. ‘They show you the same feeling that you 
show them.’ Keeping calm is difficult for people like Kelly, who have a lot 
of problems in their lives.

On the first day, Kelly worked with a horse called Teddy. She had to make 
Teddy walk three steps – backwards! At first Kelly wasn’t able to do it. She 
thought it was impossible. What could she do? Then, Kelly stayed still. 
She used clear hand signals and a firm voice. Teddy moved back. Success!

‘How did you make him do that?’ asked Bernadette. 
‘Because I wanted him to.’
‘How impossible is it now?’
‘Not impossible,’ said Kelly
Ryan, too, enjoyed spending time with the horses. 
He fed them carrots and talked to them quietly. 
‘Some of these horses have had a hard time ...  
I think we’ve got something in common.’

Slowly, the teenagers realised that they had to 
change their behaviour. Even Bernadette was 
surprised how much the teenagers learned:  
‘the change has been amazing.’ So what  
lesson did they learn? Treat others as you  
want them to treat you.
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Vocabulary 
Friendship and 
feelings
1 Match these phrases (phr) and phrasal 

verbs (phr v) with the correct meanings 
(1–8).

have something in common     
fall out with   get to know    get on with    

have a hard time    spend time with    
stay calm   deal with (a problem) 

1  to be together (phr): 
2  to become friends with (phr):  
3  to share the same ideas or interests  

(phr v):  
4  to have some difficult problems (phr): 
5  to argue with a friend or someone you 

know (phr v):  
6  to find a way to stop a problem (phr v):  
7  to have a good relationship with (phr v):  
8  to stop yourself getting upset or angry 

(phr):  

4 Complete the sentences for you.

1  I don’t want to fall out with …
2  It’s hard to stay calm when …
3  After school, I enjoy spending time with …

Word XP

Adjectives + -ed/-ing
We use -ed endings to describe how people feel.
I’m amazed! She’s surprised.
We use -ing endings to give an opinion of people, 
things or situations.
She’s amazing! That’s very surprising news.
Remember to say I’m bored not I’m boring.

5 Choose the correct word to complete the messages.

Emma > Joe
Guess what? We’ve got tickets for the One Direction 
concert! I was really 1) annoyed/ annoying yesterday 
because there weren’t any tickets on the website. So my 
sister and I were VERY 2) surprised/surprising when my mum 
gave us two tickets. It’s so 3) excited/exciting!!!

Joe > Emma
I’m glad you’ve got tickets to see your favourite band.  
That’s 4) amazed/amazing. 
I’m a bit 5) bored/boring at the moment. Are you  
6) interested/interesting in going to the cinema on Saturday?

6 Complete the second sentence so that it means the same 
as the first. Use adjectives ending in -ed or -ing.

1  Yesterday, Niko watched the school football match, but he 
was bored.

 Niko thought the school football match   was boring  .
2  My phone broke, which was really annoying.
 I was ____________ because my phone broke.
3  The boat trip to the island will be really exciting.
 We’re really ____________ the boat trip to the island.
4  In Lucy’s opinion, it’s not a very interesting programme.
 Lucy’s not  ____________ that programme.

Gr mm r XP
p. 137

Talking about ability and possibility 
ability
Can has no future tense. Use will be able to 
to talk about ability in the future.
They can understand horses. (present)
They will be able to understand horses.
possibility
Use can to talk about possibility in the 
present.
Where can you go?
You can talk to a horse!
making a guess
Use might or could to make a guess about 
the present or future.
The horse might kick you.
You could feel frightened.

1 Write sentences about the things 
that students will learn on the horse 
whisperer course in the article on page 
53.

1  understand horses √
2  talk to horses ×
3  ride a horse ×
4  control a horse √
5  control their feelings √

They will be able to understand 
horses.

2 Look at these instructions from the 
horse centre. Write a sentence about 
what might happen in each case (1–5).

1  Don’t feed sweets to the horses. (get 
stomachache)

 The horses might get stomachache.
2  Be careful! Don’t walk behind a horse. 

(kick)
3  Shut the gate. (run away)
4  Don’t shout, and don’t be bossy. (get 

annoyed)
5  Is your horse difficult to work with?  

(be tired)

3 Choose the correct answers to complete the school web 
page.

Woodstock Secondary School: 
our Friend in Need system

Write on
4 Write three sentences about other problems students 

might have.

Students might be worried about a test …

2 Match the sentence halves.

1  My brother and I get
2  Harry sometimes falls
3  Anna’s going to deal 
4  I’d like to get to
5  If there’s a fire, stay 
6  My grandparents often spend
7  The students are having a hard 
8  Steve and Paul haven’t got 
a  know the new girl in our class.
b  calm and leave the building.
c  on really well with our cousins.
d  time with us in the summer.
e  time in a difficult maths test.
f  out with his older sister.
g  much in common.
h  with her dog’s bad behaviour.

3 6.1 Listen and check your answers. G me on
Work with a partner. Choose a word. 

Your partner says phrases or phrasal verbs with this 
word. 

Grammar 

Your questions and answers

Q: What is the Friend in Need system?
A: Here at Woodstock School, we know 

students  
1) might/will be able to have problems, 
so we have trained a group of Year 11 
students to talk to younger students when they 
need help.

Q: Will I 2) can/be able to find a Friend in Need if I 
have a problem?

A: Yes, you 3) can/could recognise them from the blue 
badges they wear. 

 They are always in the playground at break and at 
lunchtime.

Q: What kind of problems 4) can/might they help 
with?

A: Any kind of problem. You 5) might/will be able to 
be upset or angry, for example if you’ve had an 
argument with a friend. Sometimes students feel ill 
or they need to go home. Or you 6) can/could just 
want to chat!

 If they can’t find an answer straight away, a Friend in 
Need 7) will be able to/could take you to a teacher or 
the school nurse. 

 So don’t be scared, just ask for help. 
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Listening
Power up
1 Look at the questionnaire. What are the three 

most important qualities in a good friend?

What is the most important  
quality in a good friend?
We want your opinions!

2 Work with a partner. Put the sentences in the 
questionnaire in Exercise 1 in order (1 = very 
important).

Listen up

3 6.2 Listen to Lidia and Justyn talking about 
a website. What strange story do they read 
about?

Skill
Think about the relationship between people in a 
conversation. Are they chatting, agreeing, arguing 
or finding out information?

4 6.3 Listen again and choose the correct answer, 
A, B or C.

1  Why is Justyn looking at the website?
 A Because there’s an interesting questionnaire.
 B Because it’s his English homework.
 C Because he likes reading funny stories.
2  How did the two animals become friends?
 A The dog saw the orangutang and ran up to him.
 B The zoo keepers introduced the animals.
 C The orangutang wanted to get to know the dog.
3  What do Roscoe and Suryia often do when they 

spend time together?
 A go for a swim  
 B play games  
 C go for a run
4  Why don’t the two animals share everything?
 A Because Roscoe isn’t very generous.
 B Because they don’t always like the same things.
 C Because Suryia sometimes gets annoyed with 

Roscoe.
5  What do Justyn and Lidia do when they read the 

questionnaire?
 A They argue about it.  
 B They can’t decide.
 C They agree on an answer.

Gr mm r XP p. 137

Zero conditional
Use if/when + present simple + present simple for 
something that always or usually happens.
If a dog sees an orangutang, it usually runs away!
First conditional
Use if + present simple + will/might/could for a  
possible action in the future.
If you like animals, you’ll love this story.
We could look at it together if you like.
unless
Use unless for a negative meaning of if not.
Suryia doesn’t go anywhere unless Roscoe comes too!

5 Choose the correct tense to complete each 
conditional sentence.

1  If you don’t phone her, she is upset/will be upset
2  My parents’ parties are boring because their friends 

never dance/will dance.
3  If I clean/will clean my room, my mum is always 

surprised.
4  I think she’s/she’ll be jealous if I talk to you all 

evening.
5  I’ll be annoyed if he doesn’t come/won’t come home 

soon.

Speaking
Power up
1 Describe the situation in the photo. What do you 

think they are saying/feeling?

2 In which situations do you say ‘Sorry’? Is this 
important? Why/Why not?

Speak up
3 Complete the conversations with these words. 

Match the conversations (1–4) with the pictures 
(A–D). 

never mind     didn’t mean to     really sorry      
won’t happen again     OK     an accident

1
Teacher:  Amanda! What time do you call this?
Girl: I’m sorry I’m late, Mrs Hall. I woke up  

 late, but I 1) didn’t mean to.
Teacher:  OK, well, if you’re late again I’ll tell   

 the head teacher.

4 6.4 Listen and check your 
answers.

L nguage XP

Apologising and responding
I’m (very/really) sorry.  That’s OK.
It was an accident. Never mind.
I didn’t mean to.
It won’t happen again.

5 Work with a partner. Choose and 
act out a conversation in  
Exercise 3. 

Skill
When you’re taking part in a 
roleplay, imagine the situation is 
real. Make sure your voice goes up 
and down.

6 Work with a partner. Student 
A, look at page 131. Student B, 
look at page 143. Follow the 
instructions.

Suryia
Roscoe

We have the  
same sense  
of humour!

2
Boy:  Daisy! Why didn’t you wait for  

 me outside the shop?
Girl: Oh, sorry, Jack, I thought you 

 left before me.
Boy:  Oh well, 2) ____________ I found  

 you anyway.

3
Girl: Hi Dad. Um, I’ve got something to  

 tell you. I lost my trainers after the   
 volleyball tournament.

Dad:  You never take care of your things!  
 If it happens again I won’t buy a  
 new pair.

Girl: It was 3) ____________ .  
 It 4) ____________ . 

4
Boy:  Hello? Megan? I’m 5) ____________ .   

 I forgot your birthday yesterday.  
 Happy Birthday!

Girl: Thanks, George. That’s  
 6) ____________ . It’s nice of you to   
 phone.

Boy:  So, did you have a good day?

A good friend …
1  has the same interests as you. 
2   has the same sense of humour. 
3   is relaxed, so you usually have a good time   

 together. 
4   is kind and patient and doesn’t get annoyed . 
5  is reliable – you can trust him/her. 
6  is honest and tells the truth to you, but in a 

friendly way. 
7  is generous and shares any good things he/

she has. 
8  is usually positive – life seems better when 

he/she is around. 
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Writing
Power up
1 Which of these things make you feel most 

annoyed or upset?  

2 What was the last thing you borrowed from a 
friend, or lent to a friend?

a book or school book     a computer game 
a piece of clothing     some money

3 Read the email and answer the questions.

Dear Uncle Frank,
It was good to see you and Auntie Lisa last  
weekend, and we had a lot of fun. Thanks for 
giving back my football game. I’m glad you enjoyed 
playing it on your Xbox!
There is a bit of a problem, though. When I opened 
the box last night the disk wasn’t inside! I’m not 
annoyed, but I am a bit upset because it was my 
favourite game.
I’m not sure about the best way to deal with the 
problem. We might not see you for a long time now, 
so could you please post it to me? If you can send it 
soon I’ll be very happy!
Thanks very much.
Love,
Alfie

1  What’s the relationship between Frank and Alfie?
2  What’s gone wrong?
3 What does Alfie ask Frank to do?

4 Match these phrases with the meanings (1–5).

by mistake     straight away     up to you     
whatever you want     you prefer

1  you like that better
2  now, immediately
3  anything you want
4  your decision
5  accidentally

5 Complete Frank’s reply to Alfie with the phrases 
in the box in Exercise 4. 

Plan on
6 Read the email. What does Antonio want?

I hope you enjoyed your time with us in 
London. Did you have a good journey home?
There is a small problem. You might have my 
dictionary in your bag by mistake. Remember 
you borrowed it on the last night? I might be 
wrong, but I can’t find it now.
Can you tell me if you have it? Will you be able 
to post it to me? Thanks very much.
Your friend, 
Antonio

7 Which things (1–6) should you say to Antonio in 
your reply?

1  Give information about your holiday in London.
2  Say thanks to Antonio and his family.
3  Give information about your journey home.
4  List all the things you have in your bag.
5  Say whether you have the dictionary or not.
6  Say what you will do if you have the dictionary.

Exam
Are you replying to an email? Read it carefully, and 
make sure you understand what information is 
needed.

Write on
8 Write a short reply to Antonio. Write about 35–

45 words. Include the correct information from 
Exercise 7. Explain that you have the dictionary 
and apologise. Use these ideas or one of your 
own to suggest a solution.

buy a new dictionary for Antonio   give it back 
when you visit    send some money 

post the dictionary

L nguage XP

Suggesting alternatives
Or …
If you prefer + I can/I will
If you like + I can/I will
I can either … or …

Horse whisperers

Hi!

,

Hi Alfie,
I’m really sorry about your football game. I left the 
disk in my Xbox 1)______________ . It was an 
accident.
If you like, I’ll buy you a new game. I can order 
it online 2) ______________ , and you’ll have it 
tomorrow. I’ll keep the old game unless  
3) ______________ to have it back.
Or, I can send the game back to you first thing 
tomorrow. How do you want to solve the problem? 
It’s 4)______________ . I’ll do 5)______________ . 
Lots of love from me and Auntie Lisa,
Frank
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Vocabulary
1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 

the verbs.

 beat   compete   hit   kick   practise   score   win

1  I hope our team    wins    the game!
2  Would you like to ___________ in the school 

gymnastics competition?
3  I can’t ___________ the ball very hard. I’ve hurt my 

foot.
4  Ben always ___________ the most goals.
5  Emily is a great swimmer. She ___________ all the 

other girls in the competition last week.
6  Good footballers have to ___________ for hours 

every week.
7  The best tennis players can ___________ the ball 

very hard. 

2 Match the meanings (1–8) with these words.

changing room    coach    court    locker    match    
prize    race     track

1  a place where people can put on or take off 
sports clothes     changing room

2  a type of path or road that is usually in a ring 
shape

3  something that the winner in a competition 
receives

4  a place where you play tennis or basketball
5  a person who teaches a sport
6  a small cupboard where you can leave your 

clothes
7  a game in which two people or teams play against 

each other
8  a competition to find the fastest person

3 Choose the correct words.

1  Daniel fell asleep on the sofa because the film 
was so bored/boring.

2  Victoria’s really excited/exciting about the tennis 
match on Saturday.

3  Usain Bolt is an amazed/amazing runner.
4  I heard some very surprised/surprising news last 

night.
5  Simon’s really annoyed/annoying because I broke 

his guitar.
6  I’m really bored/boring. Do you want to go to the 

park?

5 Complete the email with the correct words.

Grammar
6 Choose the correct words.

1  If it rains, we usually do/will do gymnastics in the 
school hall.

2  William is/will be annoyed if his team loses the 
football match this afternoon.

3  I usually enjoy/will enjoy swimming if the water’s 
warm.

4  If my brother dances at the party tomorrow, I 
am/’ll be very surprised.

5  Olivia always gets up early if she has/will have 
football practice.

6  My mum is/will be never happy if I come home 
late.

7 Complete the sentences with the past simple 
or present perfect simple form of the verbs in 
brackets.

1  Megan’s excited about buying a skateboard. She  
 ’s wanted   (want) one for a long time. 

2  Leo ___________ (have) a hard time when he was 
at his old school. 

3  I ___________ (see) Martin today. Do you know 
where he is? 

4  Jake ___________ (fall) out with Imogen, and 
they’re not talking to each other now. 

5  We ___________ (be) bored yesterday because we 
didn’t have anything to do. 

6  I’m not going to enter the 100 m race. I 
___________ (not do) enough training for it. 

8 Put the words in the correct order to make 
sentences.

1  my friend Sam? / you / Have / met / ever
 Have you ever met my friend Sam?
2  before./ never / I / done / mud running/ ’ve
3  yet. / her homework / finished / Charlotte / hasn’t 
4  Mr Travis / been/ two years. / our football coach / 

for/ has 
5  the race. / already / They / finished / ’ve
6  My friend / told me / just / ’s  /about the party.
7  I was eleven. / ’ve / with this club / trained /  

since / I

fall out with    get on well with    get to know    
have a lot of things in common     

spend a lot of time with    stay calm

1 A: Do you and your brother have a lot of  
  things in common ?

 B: Yes. We both like the same kind of music and  
 do the same sports.

2 A: What do you do in your free time?
 B: Well, I ___________ my friends. We often play  

 computer games.
3 A: Do you ___________ your parents?
 B: Yes, most of the time! We only argue   

 sometimes.
4 A: Why did Jane  ___________ you?
 B: Because I didn’t want to go to a pop concert  

 with her. 
5 A: How do you feel when you lose a tennis  

 match.
 B: Angry! But you have to ___________ because  

 it’s part of the sport.
6 A: How did you ___________ , Stephen?
 B: He was my next door neighbour when I first  

 arrived in Manchester.

 9 Choose the correct answer.

 1  Tom can’t/might train on Tuesdays because he  
 has piano lessons.

 2  We’re not sure yet, but we might/will be able to  
 go on holiday to Turkey this year.

 3  It’s not possible today, but we might not/’ll be  
 able to go kiteboarding tomorrow.

 4  Don’t feed the animals because they could/will  
 be able to bite you.

 5  Can/Might you go to the cinema at the   
 weekend?

10 Complete the second sentence so that it means 
the same as the first. 

1  I can’t deal with your problem if you don’t tell me 
about it.

 I can’t deal with your problem unless   you tell 
me  about it.

2  Unless he wins the competition, he won’t be 
happy.

 He’ll be happy if ___________ the competition.
3  If it’s a warm day, they’ll go swimming.
 They won’t go swimming unless ___________ a 

warm day.
4  You won’t get to know your neighbours if you 

don’t speak to them.
 You won’t get to know your neighbours unless  

___________ to them.
5  Harry won’t be able to buy a phone unless he 

saves some money.
 Harry won’t be able to buy a phone if 

___________ some money.
6  We can’t go horse-riding if we don’t wear 

helmets.
 We can’t go horse-riding unless ___________ 

helmets.

4 Complete the conversations with the correct 
phrases and phrasal verbs.

annoyed    beat    out    prize    race    track    wins

Hi Pippa,
I don’t know what to do, and I need your 
advice! I’ve fallen 1)     out     with Sarah. 
She’s 2) ___________  because I 3) ___________her 
in the 200 metres 4) ___________ at school 
yesterday. She always 5) ___________ , and so 
she was really disappointed when she didn’t 
get first 6) ___________ this year. She didn’t talk 
to me after we left the 7) ___________ , and I 
haven’t seen her since. What do you think I 
should do?
Love,
Beth


